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From the 1960s to 1990, the Soviet weightlifting system was known for not only breaking many world records, but also for creating athletes with longevity. Pavel Tasulin translated Soviet literature and training methods, and in doing so found that the wavy pattern of volume and strength was part of the key
to Soviet domination and durability. I was fortunate to learn directly from Pavel about the secrets of Soviet domination and longevity during this period. Related: Babel War: how the Soviet Union won the first Olympic medal in 1980 by U.S. weightlifter Leonid Taranenko and the last at the age of 36 in
1992. (He was the only old Soviet lifter, which also set a world record at the age of 36.) Taranenko's total was 475 kg (1047 lbs) in 1988. This is the heaviest in the competition. Leonid Taranenko Taranenko's record is no longer in the record books, though, because the International Weightlifting
Federation restructures its weight class (the 90kg class is changed to 91kg and then to 95kg). In the picture below, I charted the current record for records from 1972 to 1984. The previous record is equal to or greater than the current record, and is more important, especially 큽 class. The heaviest lifts
(above the current record) are all Soviet players. How did empiricalism evolve the Soviet system to make great players? They measured everything. Pavel quoted a Soviet scientist as saying that physiological data on what the work was could be found in world records, not textbooks. The Soviet Union
also had a ranking system of players. This could see what level of athletes they worked for. There was a lot of data to analyze, and Soviet scientists worked to do it accurately. How did the Soviet system evolve to make such a great player? They measured everything. Periodicization I recommend you
read an excellent overview of my colleagues of the Western food cycle program that came out this week. Most Western systems adjust the intensity (defined as a percentage of 1-rep max) in a cycle of linear patterns. For example, if our lifter did a 200-pound 1RM cleaning, he would start with a lower
weight in the first week of training and build up to a higher weight. As the strength increases, the number of lifts or volumes decreases. A simple example is Wendler's 5-3-1 program. In the first week, the person is releasing 5 reps from about 75% of his 1RM. By the third week, the person will release one
rep from 85-90% of their 1RM. Related: Seven solid strength programs and markers of the Soviet program Pavel pulled together and analyzed some of the Soviet research literature on how athletes trained in the Olympic movement from the 1960s to the 1990s. Some of these tasks Version (e.g. work by
Berkohoshansky). However, a good deal is not available or does not translate properly. Many who know Pavel's work know that he has a great ability to debay the complex into something simpler. Here is the basic rule he found common to Soviet lifters: the first rule: most lifts must be in the 70-85% range
Alexei Medvedev, a Soviet scientist of strength, discovering that the strength of the lift of Soviet athletes had a normal curve repeated in the strength pattern of the data. About 68% of lifts came in about 70-85% of 1RM. Only 5% of lifts were over 90%. This range in a moderately heavy range builds
strength, and at the same time may have been one of the reasons for the longevity of the Soviet Union, which is not too heavy too often. The Bulgarian system tends to distort the distribution with most of the reps in the 90-100% range. Reps in this high range are taxed physically and neurologically, and
are likely to take more time to recover. Related: CrossFit fail: training vs. testing This rule can be hard to follow for many However, a great deal of strength (and) can be built to stay in this sub-maximum range. Rule 2: Volume Pavel's greater volatility is a key word in strength planning in the West:
progress. In the east, there is volatility. Under the Soviet system, the number of reps turned off every day changes within weeks to weeks. The idea behind changing the volume is that greater variability in how many reps you do makes it much easier on your body and then jumps big on how heavy you lift.
This constant up and down of volume can keep players fresh. We're actually seeing how to change the volume. If you want to do 200 kidnappings a month, the volume changes in waves every week. For a week, he or she could have kidnapped 70, then 44, 56, and thirty. There are also higher and lower
volumes within a week. The idea behind changing the volume is that the greater variability in how many reps you have is much easier on your body and then a big jump in how heavy you lift. Third rule: Strength varies, but in concerts with volume western systems, there is usually an inverse relationship
between intensity and volume. Lifting heavy weights reduces the total number of repetitions. Within the Soviet system, these two variables are not combined. This allows you to lift in heavier ranges (for lower reps), but you can complete multiple sets. Some Western systems (such as Poliquin and Rhea)
have discussed nonlinear systems where the intensity changes in a much smaller cycle (within a week). However, these systems control the volume to keep it consistent. Therefore, the only variable that is nonlinear or wavy is strength (1RM%). Fourth rule: Don't worry You feel there are some interesting
articles about how CrossFit and other modern programs tend to reinforce unhealthy goals, while getting a certain number of reps and how to breed ideas that need to feel broken at the end of each exercise. However, these feelings do not bring long-term strength growth. Soviet training programs don't
care about your feelings, and so do you. Similarly, in strength programs, people often don't feel right if there's something left after a workout. People feel really good if they can do more (weights or reps). Soviet training programs don't care about your feelings, and so do you. If you follow a program that
changes volume, you'll feel better for a few days, like you're doing more. That day is built into the system, so we can continue to do more in the next week, next year and 10 years. The same is true for strength. It may be tempting to push it into the 95% range or go for a new 1RM. But if programming
doesn't say it does then, it shouldn't. I take home except for a lot of details on how to make a good Soviet-style program because it can be complicated to calculate the plan of strength and volume variability (for a month and a week). But to be clear, variability doesn't mean randomness. There is a distinct
pattern in the data above. Related: Why the Crossfit hopper model is broken Athletes or coaches should also count competitions and perform high-intensity lifts (i.e. 90-100% of 1RM). Pavel is working on a new book, and I imagine he will greatly simplify the process for us. Here are three things I hope you
can get from this article: lifting the sub-maximum weight is the best way to build strength without the final recovery required in an attempt at a single rep maximum. It uses variability in strength, but most importantly on volumes. In a scientific approach to lifting, don't rely on how you feel. Stick to the plan.
As someone who has tried a program designed by Pavel in this format, I can say that I definitely got a lot of power. I followed it completely and liked the day when the volume was limited. On a day when both volume and intensity were high, I learned to rest longer between sets and plans for longer
workouts. These types of programs also lead to a great deal of variability in the time you have to spend in the gym. Related: Rest between sets: how much do you need? See 1. Medvedev, AS., 1986. Multi-year training system in weightlifting: Sistema Nogolenieri Treniroviki V Tiazloy Atletike. Sportini
press. 2. Polykin, C. 1988. Soccer: Five steps to increase the efficiency of your strength training program. Strength and Conditioning Journal 10 (3): 34-39. 3. Leah, M. R. et al., 2003. Compare And the daily undulating cycle program is a timely volume and strength for local muscle endurance. Journal of
Strength and Conditioning Research / National Strength and Conditioning Association 17 (1): 82. Photo 1: Bundesarchiv, Bild 183-1986-0706-018 / CC-BY-SA [CC-BY-SA-3.0-de], via Wikimedia Commons. Photo 2 courtesy of Shutterstock. As I sat on my bed in a crowded room, I heard Pavel Sassulin's
voice in my head as I read The Naked Warrior. This book was the first time I had just introduced the idea of strength to muscle ideals. And not long after, I realized how realistic it was. According to Pavel, power is technology. Training should be approached not as an exercise, but as a practice. You will
practice all day and every day. You will focus on maximum tension; And you will completely avoid muscle fatigue and failure. With that in mind, I read and applied the book's technology. Suddenly, I was stronger than before. I learned that because of technology hacking, you can do a better workout in less
than a minute. That was a few years ago. And over the years, I've kept returning to this idea that power is technology. When I learned how to backflip in gymnastics classes and juggled kettlebells (but not at the same time), it was clear that technology was involved. But what about lifting the heavy? How
many technologies do you have? It still turned out to be a lot. So I tried to explore this idea of practicing power much more. In a previous article on my own lessons in mental training, I told the story of how I went from being stuck in one iteration in a standalone handstand push-up for a long time. That's
until you do a simple mental training and you can do three reps immediately after that. It's the kind of boost to my ability that I'll like to get more often. So I focused on the idea of practicing strength. It's a paradigm shift. We heard from the beginning that we work out everything about hard work. Your
benefits come from the next-to-one exercise. In addition to the initial quick gain of beginners, you need to be satisfied with the slow progress over long distances. People say you have to force your body to adapt. But the truth is you don't have to force anything. And it doesn't matter if you're trying hard or
not, whether you're getting better or not. The body adapts in some way. I'm not saying there's no time for hard work and hard work. There is definitely. But it's not all exercise. Practice is all about technology, but that's not all. In essence, the practice focuses more on the quality of exercise than the
quantity.  In Pavel's quote above, you can see the idea of practicing rather than exercising. Tthe Implicit within the word exercise is that you try to work yourself out - it works until you're spent. But just because you breathe in the air and lie in a sweathole on the floor doesn't mean you'll be back better or
stronger next time. On the other hand, when dealing with force and movement as skills, we can make big jumps at the skill level within a session. It doesn't always happen, but it can happen much more often. My workouts are often marked as new personal bests, followed later by another new best in the
same workout. PR after PR. In recent years, I think it's more useful to think of three types of training with three types of training. Practicing training test tests is the most obvious form of training. This is when you take out all the stops and go ball to the wall. Whether it's real competition, competing with
yourself or your watch, this is where mental and physical torsity comes in. A typical crossfit workout is done as follows: And by itself, it's not bad. But if all exercise involves this level of effort, set yourself up for hormonal problems and/or injuries. The tests are great, but they need to be done sporadically.
Training is an intermediate category. This is where you try to achieve certain training effects, like trying to build muscle or lose weight. Many movements, or volumes, are key characteristics. Training methods can also be applied to other goals, such as strength or flexibility. It is common with some muscle
or nerve fatigue training. To me, training and testing is about the muscle system. But the practice is a little different. Here, I think more in terms of the nervous system. Practice is all about technology, but that's not all. In essence, the practice focuses more on the quality of exercise than the quantity. And it
is shown as more rest between sets. As Pavel says, the idea is to avoid fatigue and not acquire it. Practice has various mental tactics such as visualization that actually come into play. This is an interesting area where I can apply a lot of skills in my neuro-language programming training, which often
allows me to exercise and progress multiple times during a single session. People say you have to force your body to adapt. But the truth is you don't have to force anything. The three aspects of how to do the best progression training are not black and white categories, but these terms have helped us
make better progress. For each session, ask yourself whether you want to practice, train, or test. As a practice, I can get I focus on that movement and what I can do to improve it in the area. Through training, I often run the clock and move for a lot of repetition. Testing will take everything to heart with
specific goals in mind. With any exercise you can take all three different methods. Take something like lifting a stone, for example. Practice sessions can focus on skills. It may involve trying to clean or put something overhead that hasn't been done before. Alternatively, if you are, doing exercises for more
reps. A training session may include one or more exercises. These are done for more reps, after which, you may feel somewhat tired. Tests can include competition like the one shown below, which has won a strong competition. Explore this idea of practicing strength and movement on your own and I
know that it can help you become better. Check out these related articles: See 1. Tsatsouline, P., Naked Warrior (Dragon Door, 2003), 11-12. 2. Christopher, L., practices strength and exercise (Legendary Power, 2015), 10-11. Page 2 deadlift is at the root of all primitive movement patterns. Hip hinge
patterns were important, such as our ancestors facing immovable rocks or dropping their originals over their shoulders to the ground to carry prizes. Glock steam you with a spear, and Glock kills the corpse. No matter who you are or your goals, power will always set you free. The three main exercises ,
such as push, pull and press, are the most basic and basic movement patterns that determine many overall performance abilities, if not all sports.  For beginners, you will simply develop more heavy deadlifting strength and success. However, as the force improves, the gray area between frequent dead
lifting and overloading the pattern and the nervous system becomes clear. Strong athletes need to balance training volume and strength. This increases the underlying lift as well as makes supplementary exercises much more important to prevent injury and over-training. These five movements are
essential to addressing the weaknesses of education to maximize outcomes. 1. The rear chain to Meadows seems to be a key factor in the lift run. Since we are a straight-standing species that constantly fights gravity, waist strength is pivotal to positional stability that can affect the hips and spine while in
a hinge position. In this case, the back strength of the lack of weakness of the latishmus d'Orci can lead to excessive thoracic flexion, lumina flexion and the musculody of the scapula. All this can miss lifts and injuries. [A] Strength is improved, and the gray area between frequent dedrifting and pattern and
overload of the nervous system becomes apparent.  You can use this row variant to build lat. However, to correct any asymmetry and waist imbalance, hinged movements are operated with a one-sided pull pattern. Try this: 3-4 sets 8-10 reps performed 1-2 weeks performed after lift 2. Pulling up or
pulling down latitude can improve your latitude development even better than pulling down a few exercises. No matter who you are, pull-ups should be a staple of rear chain training programs, especially since lat development and muscular tension are the keys to a successful deadlift. Try this: Perform
100-200 pull-ups per week for a month to perform as many sets as you need. If you're having trouble doing a volume-high pull-up, do as much work as possible until it fails in a day, and then attack the rest of the people in the latitude pulldown you're working on in set 10 the other day. I want to record the
total number of sets and reps performed for every workout and reduce the amount of sets required to reach 100. When I say pull-up, I mean strict pull-ups. Kissing and butterfly pull-ups not only show off their power on the shoulder guss, but can also give them the mechanical advantage of denying the
need for a grid that strengthens the body. 3. The Power Shrug Trapezoid is the main stabilizer of the scapula area and spine, so it makes this large muscle important for posture stability throughout the deadlift. The gemstone of this practice can not only improve the stability of the scapula, but also promote
greater grip and position strength on the floor and locks. [B]ack strength is pivotal to position stability, which can affect the hips and spine while in a hinge position. Try this: 3-4 sets 8-12 reps perform 1-2 times per week after the main lift to change the grip width and method (wide, narrow, mixed grip,
double over hand grip) 4. Partial Romanian deadlift hamstrings and tights go basic in deadlifts, yet often people spend too much time working out the full range of exercises instead of isolating large posterior chain muscle groups. The advantage of using an isolation approach, especially targeting



hamstrings and muscles, is that it minimizes the strength of the waist, spine and connective tissue and therefore targets the basic movement of the pulling lift. Try this: 3-4 sets of 8-12 control reps50-60% of 1RM deadlifts. Partial repetitive training is helpful for maintaining tension in active muscles,
promoting local fatigue, muscle breakdown, and lactic acid accumulation, both necessary for muscle growth. Do it once a week. Due to the nature of this movement, marked nematodes can also occur. Keep the load lighter than usual and work on a deep stretch of hamstring 5. This one-sided single-leg
dedrift exercise highlights the asymmetry or imbalance of hinge pattering, improving hip mobility and preventing potential injuries. Hip mobility and stability are the first steps. Sound pulling technology. This exercise allows you to see if your hips are similarly tracked throughout your workout. These two
variants provide one-sided strength and stability. Kettlebells are great for fine-tuning hip mobility and balance, and the barbell mine option allows for greater loading due to reduced demand for balance. Try both out and see what works best for you. Just remember that the goal is to build stronger muscles
through quality repetitions under medium to light loads. Try this: Perform a set of 2-3 to 15 reps 1-2 weeks after a major lift or as an exercise-promoting exercise before training to supplement the deadlift And now that you have these five supplement exercises in your wheelhouse, you can start isolating
certain components of the deadlift that may require extra emphasis. Just remember, supplement exercises are exactly what they call it. They do not replace the main lift and standing alone is not effective. You have to do deadlifts and deadlifts again, but not necessarily always heavy. Check out this article:
Photo 1 courtesy of Shutterstock. Shutterstock.
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